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For some polynomials p(x), find the number of zeroes of p(x) from the graph

ofy=p(x).

t,  p(x)

Express 3825 as a product of its Prime factors.
3T3TTvt^T38 2 5

SECTION-A
Question Numbers 1 to 10 cany 01 mark each.

2.

1.

0 1  3Tc|5 cf5T

Do all rough work only on the last pages of the question-cum answer booklet
and nowhere else.

^f^^rr  1  ^t   1 o

Answers of the questions must be in the context of the instructions given
therein.

Only sketches are to be given in the answers of construction.

31*chcrl

A^ 10
cm, ^^5 C ^ 10
^loilc^ 6 3TcI5t  cm %\

This question paper consists of 30 questions divided into four sections A. B. C
and D. Section A contains 10 questions of 1 mark each, Secdon B contains 5

questions of 2 marks each. Section C contains 10 questions of 3 marks each
and Section D contains 5 questions of 6 marks each.

lcb 2 3fc^f
D ^ 5

^ 5
cf5T crerr

1  3fcJ5

:  80

Full Marks : 80

30

3i^icii4 fh
All questions are compulsory.

General Instructions :

1.

2-

Time : 3 Hrs.
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(Lower limits)

X-3Tr(axis)

Y- 3T^r(axis)

10. Rb^M ycb^ cJ5T

What type of ogive ?

The sum of the Probabilities of all the elementary events of an experiment is

9.

to the radius through theThe tangent at any point of a circle is
point of contact.

rr^ ...
(Fill in the Blanks )8.

RQ

In given fig. pair of triangles are similar or not. If yes write the similarity
criterion used.AP

ef^t
eft

r f^njerr cr^^^" crfr c^ ercjerf^t c^ oE^cHm mcT cjtfuni i

Find the perimeter of quadrant of a circle of radius r.

7.

6.

Write the common difference of an A.P : 1,-1,-3,5
I 1,-1,-3,55.

Cos48 -Sin42
(Evaluate) :A.

x(x+l)+8=(xH-2)(x-2)
Check whether x(x+l)+8-(x+2)(x-2) is a quadratic equation or not.

3.



2    3= 2

(Solve)

Prove that 3>/2 is an irrational number.

17-

Using Euclid division algorithm find HCF of 420 and 4052.

3f^raT (OR)

4-0 5 2 cj5r HCF

^H^JpUI  16 ^ 25 cTc^ Uoilcb 0 3 3Jc^f  cJ^T % I

SECTION- C
Question Numbers 16 to 25 carry 03 marks each.

1 6.  ^J^rri^ f^rarnji^ Uc^flDe^r c^r y^hai ci>^ 4-2 0

In fig. If TP and TQ are the two tangents to a circle with Centre O so that
^ 110 then find ZPTQ.

TP, TQ c^^   01 5.

2 tan 30
1 +tan2 30

(Evaluate)14-

3.  <Hl^ cOFjUJ  ^ ABC -

121 cm2 % ^1^ EF=15.4cm ^t eft BC ^
Let a ABC -aDEF and their areas be, respectively. 64 cm2 and 121 cm2. If

EF=15.4cm find BC.

64 C1U2

Divide 2x2+3x+l by x+2 and write quotient and reminder.
xjcr1 2.  x+2 ^ 2x2+3x+l

^12^ 15
Find HCF of 12, 15 and 20 by the prime factorization method.

2 0 cf5T HCF ^TTcTfc|fT1 1 .  3T9ii^xq

Question Numbers 11 to 15 carry 02 marks each.

1 1  ^ 15 cTcJd  Uoilcb O 2 3Jcf5f  cJ5T

SECTION^ B



Draw a pair of tangents to a circle of radius 3.5cm which are inclined to each

other at an angle of 60.

^ftx?c5 c[rr3.5

60

3TercTT (OR)

9^T5iT3Tf  cft -

Draw a right triangle in which the sides (other than hypotenuse) are of lengths

4cm and 3cm. Then construct another triangle whose sides are - times the

corresponding sides of the given triangle.

cjt
4cm crerr 3 cm

2 3.

Find the area of the triangle formed by the points P(-1.5, 3), Q(6, -2) and

R(-3,4).|

P(-1.5,3),Q(6,-2)
3Tercrr (OR)

(1,  2), (4, y), (X, 6) 3fl^ (3, 5)
^^TTcf? ^t^3|or ^ ^ft^f  ^t eft  X 3fh^ y ^TTcT

If (1, 2), (4, y), (x, 6) and (3, 5) are the vertices of a parallelogram
taken in order, find x and y.

2 2.

21.  (a, b) 3?t^: (-a, -b) c^^ ^fcr c?t

Find the distance between (a, b) and (-a, -b).

cJ5T

n cif ^^" an = 3+2n ^^ fcT^rr ottctt ^ i
Find the sum of first 24 terms of the list of numbers whose nth term is given by

an = 3+2n.

2 o.  Riq^ cjSl^^uj (Prove that):
1 + tan2 ^ _   2 j

1+cot2^~

3TeTciT  (OR)

Check whether 301 is a term of the list of numbers 5, 11, 17, 23,

3011,17,231 9.

(Solve by Graphical Method)
y = 2x,  2x + 3y = 8

1 8.



Find out discriminant, nature of roots and root, using quadratic formula of the
quadratic equation 3^2 - 4^/3.y + 4 = 0.

3.T2-

SECTION- D
Question Numbers 26 to 30 carry 06 marks each.

0 6 3TcJ5t cm
3026

—D

2 6.

^1 (7t=3.14cm
Find the area of the shaded design in Fig. where ABCD is a square of side
10cm and semicircles are drawn with each side of the square as diameter

(use7C=3.14)

10 C1T1

ABCD
3TeTcTT (OR)

3 0  % I (71=3.14)
Find the area of the major sector of a circle with radius 4cm and of angle 30.

(7t=3.14)

4cm.

The die is thrown once. What is the probability of getting

(i)   A?  (ii) D? (iii) not A?

AEDCBA

vSTTcTT ^ I  ^2

(i) A w<t ^t ? (ii) D ot^<t ^t ? (iii) A

A child has a die whose six faces show the letters as given below.

AEDCBA

2 5.

2 4-.



10

180-200

6

160-180

8

140-160

1 4

120-140

1 2

100-120

o^I^lcMI-dCil

(Frequency)

(Class interval)

(Find the mean of the following data):
3 O.

The radii of the ends of a frustum of a cone 45cm high are 28cm and 7cm.

Find its volume.

28cmcit
3T2Tcrr (OR)

^ oft 45cm cb^i %,fci|

A metallic Sphere of radius 4.2 cm is melted and recast into the shape of a
cylinder of radius 6 cm. Find the height of the cylinder.

^TlcT

6cmerr^ c^ jr^ ^ft^- ci^t
d>lcr1l  oildl % I ^icid cjt

4.2cm

^ <if|oi ^f   cRTcT? ^ldl
Prove that in a right triangle, the square of the hypotenuse is equal to the sum

of the square of the other two sides.

As observed from the top of a 75m height lighthouse from the sea-level, the
angle of depression of two ships are 30 and 45. If one ship is exactly behind
the other on the same side of the lighthouse, find the distance between the two

ships.

eft
4-5

c51c^
3 0

75mcTeT

3ft?

3fercTT (OR)

50m ccFl ^t, eft arciar cit 3^^ii^
The angle of elevation of the top of a building from the foot of the tower is
30 and the angle of elevation of the top of the tower from the foot of the
building is 60. If the tower is 50 m high, find the height of the building.

30%
6 o % if^rsr^3ft^

3fejcrT (OR)
(cpsff 7^)

The sum of the reciprocals of Rehman's ages (in years) 3 years ago and 5

years from now is -. Find his present age.

2 9.

2 8.

2 7



4

1 6-1 9

4

1 3-1 6

1 6

1 0-1 3

40

7-1 0

30

4-7

6

1-4

\ an-doil-dcil
Frequency

^njf 3ici-dici
Class

Interval

3TeTcTT (OR)

iTTcT ciolTouj  (Find th^ median of the following data):3^tcK>^l
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